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We investigate the Holstein model, whi h des ribes the

oupling of a lo-

d = 1.

In the limit

model with ee tive attra tive ele tronele tron intera tion.

The latter

al phonon mode to a band of
of large phonon frequen y

ondu tion ele trons, in

!0, this model

an be mapped onto a Hubbard

model is known to exhibit a metalinsulator transition at half lling for
large enough

oupling strengths.

We show that the system with small

phonon frequen ies also develops a gap as fun tion of the ele tronphonon
oupling.

The physi s of the gap formation diers for small and large

phonon frequen ies,

e.g. the hysteresis seen for large

!0

disappears for

smaller values.

PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd, 71.30.+h, 71.38.k

The simplest model to des ribe the

oupling between ele troni

and lat-

ti e degrees of freedom is the Holstein model [1℄. Here a lo al non-degenerate

X " ~k

phonon mode is

H

=

~k

X! b b Xg b

Xn

oupled to the ele tron density of a single

y

( ) ~ ~k +
k

y

i

The phonon frequen y is given by

0 i i+

!0 , the ele

i

y

( i + bi )



ondu tion band,

( i

1
2) :

(1)

tronphonon oupling strength

We are interested in the parti le-hole symmetri

situation and

g.

onsider the

model in the limit of innite dimensions. Despite its simpli ity this model
is not exa tly solvable for nite ele tron density.
Contrary to previous

al ulations whi h take the stati

the phonons quantum me hani ally.

limit [2℄, we treat

Also sin e perturbative approa hes

(e.g. MigdalEliashberg) are known to break down at strong
we apply a



oupling [3, 4℄,

ombination of the dynami al mean-eld theory (DMFT) [5℄
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and the numeri al renormalization group (NRG) [6℄. The DMFT maps the
Holstein model onto the AndersonHolstein impurity model [7℄. This map-

d

ping be omes exa t in the limit of innite spatial dimensions (

=

1) [8℄.

The appli ation of the NRG to the AndersonHolstein model is presented
in Ref. [7℄.
In the limit of

!0 ! 1 one

an map the Holstein model onto the attra -

tive Hubbard model with an ee tive intera tion strength
This model
with the

jU j = 2g2 =!0 [9℄.

an subsequently be mapped onto the repulsive Hubbard model

harge and spin

hannels ex hanged.

When anti-ferromagnetism

is suppressed in that model, it is known to show a MottHubbard metal
insulator transition in

d

=

1.

The properties of this transition are well

understood [5, 10℄. Therefore, at least in this limit su h a metalinsulator
transition is also to be expe ted in the Holstein model if

harge order is

suppressed.
One of the aims of this paper will be to

larify the range of validity

of the mapping of the Holstein to the Hubbard model and investigate how
the physi al properties evolve from those of the Hubbard model as
de reased. Here we want fo us on the gap formation in the ele troni
density as fun tion of

oupling strength

g.

In our numeri al evaluations, we take the non-intera ting
band to be semiellipti al with the bandwidth

W

!0

is

spe tral

ondu tion

= 1 dening the energy

W , though in some
as large as 0:2W . To

unit. Typi al phonon frequen ies are mu h smaller than
ases (Fullerides) [11℄ the phonon frequen ies

an be

larify the relation to the Hubbard model, we have extended the
to in lude the regime

!0 > W .

In Fig. 1, we have plotted the ele troni
model for various phonon frequen ies

!0

al ulations

spe tral density for the Holstein

and

oupling strengths

g.

phonon frequen ies the low-energy properties show a number of
features: For weak ele tronphonon

oupling

For all
ommon

g, the system is a Fermi liquid
EF = 0. The spe tra

with the spe tral fun tion pinned at the Fermi energy
for all

!0

develop a narrow low-energy resonan e when most of the spe tral

weight shifts to higher energies. Above a

riti al

oupling

at the Fermi energy. The quasiparti le weight vanishes
values of

!0 .

g

, a gap opens

ontinuously for all

The energy s ale of the gap formation depends strongly on

!0 .

The stru ture of the high-energy sub-bands diers for the various values of

!0 .

For small

lower-energy ones

!0 , only two sub-bands emerge, for larger !0

an be termed bipolaron bands and are positioned at the

bipolaron binding energy

roughly at

four. The

 = 2g2 =!0 .

The higher-energy features positioned

!0 are multi-phonon peaks known from the atomi

limit [7℄.

!0 = 3 these are totally split o from the other sub-bands and not
visible on the plotted s ale. Also their weight vanishes with in reasing !0
(see Ref. [7℄). For very large !0  3, they an be negle ted, and the system
Only for
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Fig. 1. Ele tron spe tral fun tions for dierent
values of
the

771

g

orrespond to

0:7 g

,

0:99 g

and

!0

1:01 g
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ated. The

, respe tively, with

g

2

hosen

denoting

riti al value where the quasiparti le weight vanishes and the gap in the spe tral

fun tion opens for ea h value of

!0 .

an be des ribed by two sub-bands separated by the bipolaron binding energy

 whi

h be omes the ee tive attra tive Hubbard intera tion. Only in

this limit is the mapping onto a Hubbard model pre ise.
The Mott metalinsulator transition in the Hubbard model shows a
o-existen e regime, where both the metalli
ist (hysteresis).
should

For large

!0 ,

and insulating solutions ex-

the gap formation in the Holstein model

orrespond to this, and also show this hysteresis. This

Fig. 2, where the upper and lower values for the
are plotted. On redu ing

!0 , the

riti al

riti al

an be seen in

oupling strength

oupling strength rapidly moves to

772
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Fig. 2. Criti al values of the

0

3

oupling strength

insulator transition in the Holstein model.
lower boundary of the

!0

multiphonon subbands. For
are

g

2

1

2

3

ω0

jU j = 2g2=!0 for the metal

and

The two lines show the upper and

o-existen e region of metalli

in rease in slope around

U

0

and insulating solution. The

oin ides with the separation of bipolaron- and

!0 > 3 both the lower and the upper

riti al value of

onstant.

lower values and simultaneously the size of the
Finally, for the (physi ally most relevant)

o-existen e regime shrinks.

ase of

!0

= 0:05, we do not see

any hysteresis at all. Due to the numeri al nature of our investigation, we
annot stri tly rule out the existen e of an extremely narrow
region for these small values of

oexisten e

!0 , but, if existing, it would need to be very

small.
Using the NRG te hnique in
amined the Holstein model for all

onjun tion with the DMFT we have exoupling strengths and ranges of phonon

frequen y. A more extensive presentation of the ele troni

and phonon re-

sponse fun tions and a more detailed dis ussion of the physi s involved will
be published elsewhere.
We thank R. Bulla for fruitful

ollaboration, and the EPSRC for nan ial

support (grant GR/J85349).
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